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Dear Colleagues,

Invitation

Conference Series llc LTD., is delighted to welcome you to Singaporefor the Prestigious 12th World Congress
on Virology and Infectious Diseases. Virology Asia 2019 will focus on “A new Journey in fight against
upcoming Conference.
We look forward to see you at Singapore.
With Regards,
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Operating Committee, Conference Series llc LTD. Conferences
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Infectious Diseases and Deadly viruses”. We are confident that you will enjoy the Scientific Program of this
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Program Announcement
Venue

Holiday Inn Singapore Atrium
317 Outram Road Singapore
Singapore 65 6733 0188

Important Dates

Abstract submission opens: June 22, 2018
Registration opens: June 22, 2018
Early bird registration: November 22, 2018
On spot registration: February 17, 2019

Accommodation
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A large number of rooms have been reserved. Discounted room rates for Virology Asia 2019 participants are proposed.
Only reservations made through the Conference will benefit these rates. The Congress Center can be easily reached by
public transportation.

Exhibition and Sponsorship

An Exhibition will be held concurrently with the Conference. The coffee break and lunch areas will be located adjacent to
the booths. Thanks to exhibitors from all over the world, attendees will have a complete overview of new findings in the
fields of Virology and Infectious Diseases.

About Singapore
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Singapore, officially the Republic of Singapore, is a sovereign city-state and island country in Southeast Asia. It lies off the southern
tip of the Malay Peninsula and is 137 kilometers (85 mi) north of the equator. The country’s territory consists of the lozenge-shaped
main island, commonly referred to as Singapore Island in English and Pulau Ujong in Malay, and more than 60 significantly smaller
islets. Singapore is separated from Peninsular Malaysia by the Straits of Johor to the north and from Indonesia’s Riau Islands by the
Singapore Strait to the south. The country is highly urbanized, and little of the original vegetation remains. The country’s territory
has consistently expanded through land reclamation. Singapore’s progress over the past three decades has been remarkable, yet the
island has not been overwhelmed by development. Visitors will discover a wealth of historical treasures from the past, in the beauty
of older buildings, values and traditions that have survived in the face of profound social and geographical change. Singapore is both
an island and a country, but perhaps its best description is that of city-state. Like the great city-states of the past, it offers civilization
and order in the highest degree. Its combination of Western-style development and Eastern-style calm seems to present the best of
both hemispheres: It’s a modern metropolis where you feel safe walking the streets and it’s an Asian business center that’s a model of
efficiency. Singapore is also a multicultural city, and close to one-quarter of its population are expatriates or foreign workers from all
over the world.
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